Abstract-In this paper, a nano-robotic manipulation system using an atomic force microscope probe as the pushing manipulator and force and topology sensor is proposed. The task is the two-dimensional positioning of nanometer-size particles on a substrate in ambient conditions. Thus, the modeling of interaction forces and dynamics during the pushing operation is analyzed, and compared with the experimental results for an improved understanding of the nano scale physical phenomenon which is different from macro scale physics. Simulations and experiments are held for determining the conditions and strategies for reliable manipulation, and determining the affecting parameters. The results show that the latex particles with 242-and 484-nm radii can be positioned on Si substrates successfully with around 30-nm accuracy, and the behavior of the particle motion during pushing can be predicted from the experimental data.
I. INTRODUCTION
N ANOTECHNOLOGY, which aims at the ideal miniaturization of devices and machines down to atomic and molecular sizes has been a recent hot topic as a promising high technology for the forthcoming century. By precise control of atoms, molecules, or nano scale objects, new sensors and man-made materials, tera-byte capacity memories, micro scale robots/machines, DNA computers, quantum devices, micro scale distributed intelligence system devices with integrated sensors, actuators and communication tools, etc., would be possible within the near future. However, for new nanotechnology products, there are still many challenges to be solved, and nano manipulation is one of the important challenges of the nano world. This kind of research is still immature since the physical and chemical phenomenon at this scale has not been completely understood, intelligent automatic precision manipulation strategies are not developed, and the specific tools for the specific applications have not been defined/designed clearly. Thus, the purpose of this paper is to propose an atomic-force-microscope (AFM)-based force-controlled pushing system with physical analysis of the manipulation tool (AFM tip) and nano scale object physical interaction for two-dimensional (2-D) positioning and assembly of nanoparticles. H. Hashimoto is with the Institute of Industrial Science, University of Tokyo, Tokyo 106-8558, Japan.
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The AFM is a three-dimensional (3-D) atomic resolution microscope which uses the interatomic force measurement principle for holding the topology images. Its mechanism is based on interatomic force interaction and, thus, can be applied to imaging of all types of particles/samples which are fully or semi-fixed on a substrate with homogenous surface stiffness and interatomic force properties. The AFM has also become popular as a simple manipulation tool [1] - [5] . Changing its function from only imaging to both imaging and manipulation, new challenging problems are introduced. At first, the particles on substrates should be semi-fixed in order to be able to move them. The solution to this problem could be using noncontact mode AFM imaging for not moving the particles during imaging as proposed in [2] . However, the selection of the absorption chemicals is a difficult issue depending on the type of the substrate and particle (for Au particles, Silane is used for Si subtrates [6] , and Poly-L-Lysine for mica substrates [7] ). Next, the mechanism of interatomic forces and dynamics should be understood for precise positioning of the particles [8] . However, the micro/nano mechanics for this kind of application have not been developed completely. Moreover, real-time monitoring of the manipulation process is almost impossible. Since the same tool is used as either the imaging or manipulation tool at a given instant, imaging is almost not possible during pushing operation. As one approach to this problem, researchers scan the area, where the target particle exists, before and after the manipulation [9] , [1] , [10] , [11] . Thus, by using some fixed reference features, the new relative position of the particle is obtained from the images. However, this imaging is offline, and the unexpected problems during pushing cannot be detected. Another way is utilizing the force feedback information during pushing for reliable manipulation [12] , [13] . A final approach would be using high-resolution external 2-D scanning electron microscope (SEM) imaging [14] , although SEM can be utilized only in vacuum environments for some specific particles.
In this paper, possible solutions are proposed for the preceding challenging problems of AFM-based pushing manipulation. In our approach, pushing operation is modeled, real-time force feedback is utilized instead of real-time visual feedback or another external microscope during pushing, tapping-mode AFM imaging is used for offline visual feedback, and nanoparticles are pushed at the contact mode. A homemade open-structure AFM system with the piezoresistive deflection detection approach is constructed, and simulation and experimental results are compared for latex particle pushing applications. This paper is an extension of our work in [15] , where the size of the particles are reduced by using AFM imaging instead of optical microscope (OM) imaging, particle motion behavior is predicted, new force-controlled pushing strategies are introduced, and dynamic analysis is improved.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section II, visual sensing at the nano scale is explained. Physical modeling of nano scale forces, sample preparation, and dynamics and control of the AFM cantilever are described in Sections III-V, respectively. Next, pushing mechanism and possible force-controlled pushing strategies are introduced in Section VI. Describing the system setup in Section VII, nanoparticle pushing simulation and experimental results are reported in Section VIII. Finally, conclusions with discussions and future directions are given in Section IX.
II. VISUAL SENSING: TAPPING-MODE AFM IMAGING
For the nano scale imaging, tapping-mode AFM imaging is utilized where the positions of the semi-fixed particles are minimally affected. In this mode, the cantilever (or sample) is oscillated using a piezoelectric stack actuator with known amplitude and frequency (close to the cantilever resonance frequency ) above the sample at the noncontact region. The homemade AFM system setup constructed for this kind of imaging is shown in Fig. 1 . Mostly, -nm and Hz. By moving the sample (or cantilever), the tip starts to tap the surface by switching between noncontact and contact regions. However, the contacts are instantaneous and, therefore, the applied normal load and lateral scanning forces are significantly reduced when compared to the contact imaging mode. During the tapping, measured and are changed due to the interatomic force gradient, and detecting these changes using lock-in-amplifier or frequency demodulation kind of electronic circuits, the change in amplitude , frequency , or even phase can be measured. Observing a predefined change in these parameters, 3-D topology images can be held. An example of the change in the amplitude of the cantilever oscillation depending on the tip-sample distance can be seen in Fig. 2 . After starting to tap (point A), is reduced by a slope until fully sticking to the surface at the point B. For imaging, a point on this slope such as C is selected for tracking this amplitude at each scannedpoint on the surface (C should be as close as possible to A for reducing the load on the particles). In our setup, a typical AFM image scanning computation time is around 50 s for a 50 50 image size where it is limited by the --stage sampling rate. 
III. MODELING OF INTERACTION FORCES IN AIR
Interaction forces among the AFM tip, particle (absorbate), and substrate before the tip contacts the particle, i.e., pushing, can be seen in Fig. 3 . The AFM tip apex is assumed to be a spherical ball with radius 10-30 nm, and the particle radius is denoted as . and are the repulsive contact forces, and are the adhesion forces, and and are the frictional forces for the particle substrate and tip particle, respectively. Elastic deformation of the particle is possible with contact radius of , and indentation resulting from a resultant external load of . Gravitational forces are relatively very small and, therefore, are neglected. These forces should be understood in order to control them for precise manipulation and interpret the cantilever force measurements [15] . The main components of the adhesion forces and are van der Waals, capillary, and electrostatic forces. These forces, contact forces, and frictional forces are to be analyzed for modeling the interaction forces. As notation, the force means the attractive and means the repulsive forces. 
A. Van der Waals Forces
Van der Waals forces exist for every material in every environmental condition (like the gravitational force in the macro world), and depends on the object geometry, material type and separation distance. Assuming the interaction of the spherical cantilever tip with a spherical absorbate/particle, the exact continuum mechanics solution becomes [16] (1) where , , and are the tip and particle radius, respectively, is the tip-particle distance, and is the Hamacker constant. In most cases, an kind of assumption is made for microparticles, but an exact solution would be more proper for the nanoparticles. Since there is always a liquid (water) layer on the sample in air conditions, [17] . For the particle-substrate interaction, van der Waals force becomes (2)
B. Capillary Forces
The water layer on the surfaces of the probe, particle, and substrate result in an adhesion force. A liquid bridge occurs between the tip and surface at close contact as shown in Fig. 4 . The parameters of this capillary force are the tip-surface distance , radii of curvature of the meniscus as and , and the thickness of the liquid layer . Using the macroscopic theory of the capillarity theory, the following model is held [18] : (3) where contact angle; step function; during approaching; during retraction. is the thickness of the water layer, and is the breaking length of the meniscus which can be determined by the JKR contact mechanics modeling as where , and and are the Young modulus, and and are the Poison's coefficients of the particle and substrate, respectively.
can be approximated as nm using the Kelvin equation [17] assuming a water layer at 20 C where is the relative humidity ratio).
is the liquid surface energy (for water mJ/m ), and is the surface energy between solid-liquid-solid interface. Often, , and the force can be ignored. Finally, assuming and , the reduces to (4) For the tip and particle, i.e., , the above equations are changed such that where , and .
C. Electrostatic Forces
Grounding a (semi)conducting substrate such as Si, Au, or HOPG, the electrostatic forces can be reduced. However, in the case of nonconducting particles, there are charges trapped around the perimeter of the particles, and during pushing or contact, triboelectrification introduces local charges. Since the particles are not picked up, the electrostatic force between the particle and substrate is not important. However, after pushing, the charge on the particle is transferred to the tip which can cause an electrostatic force between the particle and tip (then particles can stick to the tip during retraction which is observed in some cases experimentally). As a solution to this problem, the nonconducting polystyrene latex particles are coated with Au, and by grounding all the substrate and particles, electrostatic forces could become negligible. However, a model for the electrostatic forces is still desirable for general cases.
It is assumed that all objects are free of charge at the beginning. However, after contacting the objects, contact electrification and triboelectrification occur, and forces due to these charges should be computed.
For the work functions of and of two surfaces, the resulting voltage difference is where C is the charge. Then, the electrostatic force becomes (5) where is the permittivity, and is the shared area. , and V for the Au-coated particle surface and Si tip. For the Au-coated particle and Si substrate, , and V. Then, for nm, nm, nm, and nm, is in the order of 10 s of which can be almost neglected.
D. Repulsive Contact Forces
Since the contact area between the particle and tip is very small, only the deformation between the particle and substrate along the axis is considered [19] . In the contact region, the repulsive elestic deformation/indentation forces with surface adhesion are to be modeled (plastic deformations are excluded in this study). Assuming small load and high surface forces, the JKR contact model [20] is selected for approximate contact area prediction. Adding the short-ranged adhesion forces, for spherical tip and flat surface, the JKR model results in the following equations: (6) where is the adhesion energy.
E. Frictional Forces
During pushing, the friction between the particle and substrate plays an important role. The definition of the friction at the micro/nano scale can be given as (7) where with at contact and is the external load, and is the particle-substrate friction coefficient. Also, there is a friction between the tip and particle such that with , and .
IV. SAMPLE PREPARATION
Preparation of dispersed nanoparticles is a challenging issue, and JEOL Company particles which are dispersed with a scattering gun on a Si substrate are utilized for the experiments. As the design issue, the above forces should be checked for the selected particle and substrate geometry and material type, and environmental conditions such that:
• during tip-particle approach and separation, the adhesion forces should not result in sticking of the particles to the tip; • maximum static frictional force should be smaller than the applied load in order to be able to move a particle. More detailed analysis results in the following conditions for holding the above features: (8) (9) where is the maximum static friction coefficient for the particle-substrate interaction. The first equality is correct for all and for . For the second one, is calculated depending on where nm is fixed in our system. For nm,
, and for nm, . Here, cannot be selected arbitrarily since, then, the particle may not be pushed. For reducing this problem, should be selected as
, and a stiff cantilever should be used for enough pushing load.
V. CANTILEVER DYNAMICS AND POSITION CONTROL
Denoting the deflections along the , , and axes as , , and , respectively, as shown in Fig. 5 , the deflection vector is defined as . Taking the force vector as , and assuming the cantilever with the -axis stiffness of is tilted by an angle of along the axis for preventing the collision between the piezolever and substrate, the deflection is determined by the forces as follows [21] : (10) where , , , , , and are the cantilever lengths along the --axes, and is the cantilever thickness. Thus, the important point is that the cantilever cannot be modeled as three decoupled springs for an accurate modeling where and axes are coupled. Using our piezoresistive deflection measurement system, only can be measured (also, can be measured by the optical detection method or a new piezolever design which is our future work). Then, the measured deflection corresponds to (11) Thus, lateral force also has an effect on , and can be directly observable from .
Piezoelectric --actuators are utilized for atomic resolution positioning. These actuators have hysteresis and drift problems depending on the motion duration and range, and temperature changes. For imaging, since -motion consists of scanning with specified constant range, actuators can be calibrated offline using laser interferometry, and these calibration data then can be used for accurate scanning (in the case of commercial AFM's). However, in manipulation tasks, the tip moves on arbitrary user-defined or automatically defined points in a given range; thus, open-loop control is not reliable. Therefore, the best method is to integrate high-resolution sensors such as capacitive, strain gauge, linear variable differential transformer (LVDT), or optical sensors to motion axes for closed-loop control. In our system, a Physick Instrumente --closed-loop stage (P-762.3L) with 10-nm resolution, 0.1% hysteresis error, and 100-m range in all axes is utilized for the initial experiments, and a new stage with nm accuracy using capacitive sensors and a digital signal processor (DSP) control is under installation. The dynamics of the stage along the axis can be given as [22] (12) where , Hz is the -stage resonant frequency with and the stage and sample total mass and the -axis stage stiffness, is the amplification factor, denotes the sample -axis position, and is the stage driving force.
VI. MANIPULATION STRATEGY
In this study, Au-coated latex particles absorbed on Si substrates are to be pushed using an Si fabricated AFM cantilever tip (Fig. 6 ) in ambient conditions. At first, the images of particles are obtained using AFM tapping-mode imaging, as explained in Section II. Then, for a one-dimensional (1-D) pushing example, AFM-based pushing is realized by the motion steps as shown in Fig. 7 .
• (auto-parking): The tip is automatically moved at the direction until detecting the contact by the substrate by measuring the cantilever deflection (absolute tip-substate distance is not known initially), and retracted back to a predetermined parking height . • (automatic tip-particle contact detection): The tip is moved along the substrate until detecting the particle by cantilever deflection detection, and then stopped.
• : The particle is pushed for a desired distance by moving the substrate (or the tip) with a constant speed, • : After completing the pushing operation, retracting back to the initial height occurs. For a 2-D pushing manipulation, an additional step before 2 is required for initial aligning of the particle through the pushing direction.
A. Semi-Autonomous Pushing Scheme
After AFM imaging, the tip is located above and to the center of the image coordinates with a preset value of where is the final tip-substrate contact position. The resulting AFM image frame coordinates and components in the 2-D graphics user interface can be seen in Fig. 8 .
denotes the AFM image coordinate frame with micrometer units, and stands for the stagemicrometer position coordinates. The relation between both coordinates can be given as (13) where are the initial positions during the AFM imaging. The points O, P, and T in the figure represent the AFM tip center, manually selected particle center, and user-defined target position, respectively. The aim of the automatic control scheme is "to push the particle at P to the point T precisely." Assuming the stage -positioning is precise (closed-loop control), and the substrate is moved instead of the AFM tip where the tip behaves as a stopper during pushing, the proposed pushing scheme for enabling this control is as follows.
1) Initially, where and are the AFM image and micrometer sizes, and and points are known. Thus, the distance , the pushing direction , and the initial approach point A coordinates are computed as (14) where . 2) Initial positioning before pushing: move stage from P to A by setting . 3) Contact point B detection: move from A through O until with is the predefined contact force threshold. 4) Contact pushing through the point C, i.e., . 5) Returning to the initial positions: move stage to and automatically park to the height.
B. Pushing Control Strategies
For stopping the particle at B precisely and, thus, moving the particle from B to C, two different control strategies are proposed: constant height control and constant contact force control. Since there is no real-time visual feedback of the particle position, only the real-time feedback can be utilized during the pushing control. The control parameter is the stage --position.
1) Pushing Controller I-Constant Height Control:
Assuming that the substrate surface is parallel to the -motion plane, i.e., , the -stage is moved to the target position using proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control while the stage position is kept constant in this pushing control approach, as shown in Fig. 9 . The tip-particle contact force is observed at each , where is the -motion step size. From the and data, -positioning errors can be predicted as for a precise positioning. The error generator computes the following error sources.
1) Static Friction Sticking at the Beginning:
The particle sticks to the substrate during the initial pushing due to the static friction, and an -offset value of which should be compensated. These offset values are computed directly from the experimental data as the stage -motion from the tip-particle contact point (first point) to the shearing point which is the first peak after , or point, as shown in Fig. 10 . 2) Tip-Particle Contact Loss: During pushing, the tip-particle contact can be lost due to the -positioning errors at B, and the rotation/spinning of the particle along the axis during pushing. Therefore, the contact loss point should be detected automatically for stopping the pushing operation after this point. is detected from the data as the next point after where keeps on as zero (during rolling motion is possible with periodic intervals, and these points are eliminated by checking the few following points whether they also stay at zero or not). After detecting at the posi- tion, the -motion is stopped by setting the error values as . If the pushing operation is stopped by the contact loss, then the stage is moved to the point A back, the particle is assumed not to change its position, or searched by tapping-mode AFM imaging; after detecting the new particle center position in the new image, it is set to A if its center is shifted, and the pushing scheme steps 3 and 4 are repeated until there is no contact loss stop.
2) Pushing Controller II-Constant Contact Force Control:
In this controller, the contact force instead of the position is kept constant by feedback, and PID positioning control, as shown in Fig. 11 . The reference value is determined by preliminary pushing test experiments. As the advantage of this controller with respect to the first one, the pushing operation is not affected by the substrate surface topology changes, or the substrate surface and -motion surface alignment errors. However, the only problem arises if the tip slips from the particle surface, and contacts with the substrate instead of the particle during pushing. This case could be rare for a sliding type of particle motion, but it becomes possible if the particle rolls. Slow pushing and careful design of the tip-particle friction/sticking can eliminate this problem.
C. Pushing Mechanism
For understanding the particle motion behavior during the pushing manipulation depending on the proposed control strate- gies, a theoretical modeling could help to understand and interpret the experimental results. For simplifying the notations and graphs, the particle is assumed to be pushed along the axis where the same notation and models can be extended to themotion case directly. Assuming the AFM cantilever is reduced to a point mass at the apex of the tip, the point mass model of the interaction forces during pushing are shown in Fig. 12 .
The parameters in the model are given as follows: , , , and where is the cantilever resonant frequency and is the quality factor in air, is the cantilever effective mass, is the particle mass, is the constant -stage speed, is the tip-particle indentation depth, , , with where and are the shear modulus for the particle and substrate, respectively, is the particle-substrate indentation depth, , is the tip-particle damping term which is negligible, , is the particle-substrate damping, [23] , and . During the pushing operation, there are two main phases: static friction and kinetic friction regions. At the beginning, due to the static friction, the particle and tip follow the stage motion along the axis to the point where the applied cantilever load exceeds the static friction between the particle and substrate. In this region, the following equations are held at the equilibrium points assuming a slow motion: (15) Here, and from the JKR model using (6) with . At the shearing point and . Then, can be computed as (16) From this relation, the condition for enabling the particle pushing can be given as , which means that . For example, for , N/m and N/m, . Connecting this equality with (9) (17)
After the particle is separated from the substrate surface, the main dynamics of the particle or tip due to the constant speed can be obtained as follows: (18) where is the moment of inertia of the particle, is the rolling resistance between the particle and surface [15] , and sgn . After separation, the following motion behavior cases may occur: pure sliding, stick-slip motion, rotation, or rolling. Assuming that the particle is purely sliding ( where is the kinetic friction coefficient), the tip is not sticking to the particle ( ), and , the following equalities can be held at the steady state: 
VII. SYSTEM SETUP
For conducting experiments, a homemade open-structure AFM system (Fig. 13) with task-based graphical user interface is utilized [24] . Piezoresistive cantilevers where the silicon cantilever has a doped boron layer which changes its resistance due to the deflection moment are utilized [25] . This type of cantilever could be the future micro scale robot grippers as the integrated sensor probes. The graphical user interface consists of a real-time rough top-view OM image window and offline AFM greyscale image window, as seen in Fig. 14 . In both windows, cantilever tip position, selected particle to be pushed, and the user-defined target positions are displayed. The selected particle is pushed automatically through the target point by the proposed pushing strategies. Fig. 15 . The settling of the y position of the particle as a function of the stage y position y during pushing for the sliding particle motion case. 
VIII. EXPERIMENTS AND SIMULATIONS
Using the proposed models, the effect of different parameters such as , , , and are observed by simulations. During the simulations, if that parameter is not the changing one, the parameter values are selected as follows: N/m, , , nm, nm, m/s, m, m, , , mJ/m , , , GPa, and GPa. Assuming only the pure-sliding case and the contact point between the tip and particle is at , the position of the tip is given in Fig. 15 for the case of pure sliding where settles to a constant at the steady state (also settles to ). At first, the effect of the cantilever tilt angle on and is observed. From Fig. 16 , it can be seen that, within a limited range of , and increase with the increasing angle. Secondly, changing the tip-particle contact angle ( settles to the values given in Fig. 17 during sliding) , it can be deduced from the Fig. 18 that the optimum selection of can result in a minimum error at the beginning of the pushing. Moreover, effect is tested as shown in Fig. 19 . From the figure, a value around 0.6 results in a switching of and behavior. This is due to the fact that, at , has a singular point, and changes its sign from " " to " ." Finally, the change in results in the effect shown in Fig. 20 . For nm, there is almost no change in , while it becomes exponentially smaller for nm (the reverse for ).
In the experiments, the proposed control strategies are applied for pushing 242-and 484-nm radii Au-coated latex particles. During the experiments, the cantilever parameters are nm, N/m, m, m, and m. The motion speed is around m/s with nm motion steps at 10-ms intervals. Contact force threshold nN, , , kHz, kHz, and nm. At first, the constant height control is used for pushing nm radius particles where the before and after top-view high-resolution ( ) optical microscope images, and data are given in Fig. 21 . From the data, contact and shearing points can be detected, and there is no contact loss point for this pushing. However, in some cases, is detected as in Fig. 22 . Here, after , the particle rotates and the tip is separated from the particle. Then, the pushing is stopped, and repeated. For the constant contact force control, a 242-nm-radius particle is pushed with nN reference value. Initial and final images of the pushing operation are shown in Fig. 23 where the particle is pushed around 0.87 m along the axis from the OM and AFM image display measurements. Also, from the and position data during the pushing operation as given in Fig. 24 , the distance between and target points are measured as 0.84 m which is very close to the real motion. Furthermore, -positon control can track the with a peak-to-peak tracking error of 10 nN, and the positioning accuracy is around 30 nm.
Constant height pushing can be utilized for predicting the particle motion behavior. From the experimental results, the following behavior types are observed: pure sliding [ Fig. 25(a) ] as a linear slope, rolling [ Fig. 25(b) ] as periodic curve structure, and rotation [ Fig. 25(c) ] as two successive peak structures. For our surface and particle material and friction design, stick-slip motion is not observed, but, it can be observed as a saw-tooth structure motion depending on the design. Thus, by the online recognition of the data, motion behavior can be recognized, and a real-time predictive display of the particle motion becomes possible which reduces the problem of the real-time visual feedback during the pushing operation.
IX. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS
In this paper, a nanoparticle manipulation system using an AFM as the manipulator, and force and topology sensors, has been proposed. Modeling and control of the AFM cantilever tip and particle interaction has been realized for moving particles with sizes less than 1 m on an Si substrate in 2-D. Particle manipulation experiments are realized, and it is shown that the system can be utilized in 2-D nanoparticle assembly by an accuracy of around 20-30 nm using the proposed pushing strategies.
The problems and possible solutions of the proposed nano manipulation system are as follows.
1) Real-time visual feedback at the nano scale using scanning probe microscopes is almost not possible since scanning a surface takes a long time and, during the manipulation phase, the tip is utilized only for manipulation and cannot be used as the topology sensor simultaneously. Solutions to this problem are the following.
• One is by using the real-time force feedback to compensate the visual errors during the manipulation (the approach in this paper). • Another is by using a far-field visual sensor such as an SEM. Here, there are additional problems introduced such that the SEM necessitates a vacuum environment which limits the mechanical design and increases the cost; it can be used only for (semi)conducting and some special nonconducting materials, its best resolution is around 5 nm, and it can only provide 2-D information. Furthermore, high-resolution OM can also be used depending on the application. However, it is limited as to application, and 2-D. Thus, if AFM and OM are integrated together, it could be a promising combination (also, this kind of combination is desirable for all manipulation systems since a rough micro imaging simplifies the initial setting and alignment operations such as in our system).
• By the proposed force models, the behavior of the manipulated objects and manipulators can be animated (augmented reality) by the real-time experimental data and physical predictive display.
• An array of multiple AFM cantilevers can enable parallel and fast scanning of the surfaces [26]. However, many cantilevers add the complexities of simultaneous actuation, control and alignment, image merging, etc., types of problems. 2) Sample preparation for the micro/nano scale object pushing applications is challenging. The frictional properties of the object and substrate interface, the adhesional forces, environmental conditions, and object fixation chemicals are all specific to the material types and object sizes. Thus, chemistry and material science are indispensable backgrounds for good sample fixation and material selection. 3) During pushing, torsional deflection measurement could be advantageous for measuring frictional forces directly. For this purpose, an optical deflection detection setup can be used, although this kind of detection limits the motion of the cantilever. The best choice could be a piezoresistive torsional deflection detection system [27] . 4) Fast user-defined precision positioning with few-nanometer accuracy is necessary for reliable and repeatable manipulation tasks. Thus, open-loop stages are almost not reliable, and the use of sensor-integrated stages is one possible solution. Most accurate stages utilize the capacitive sensors, although there are many problems of precision mechanics, thermal drift, electrical noise, environmental disturbances, and etc. Also, another problem is the slow bandwidth of the stage due to the increased mass, i.e., reduced resonance frequency, when the sensors are integrated. 5) Since the interactions at the micro/nano scale are mostly nonlinear and coupled, intelligent, stable and robust manipulation control strategies should be introduced. A task-based user interface reduced the intelligence necessity of the proposed system. 6) From the experiments, it is observed that even though the environmental parameters are controlled according to the adhesion force modeling and control, there still may be sticking problems in air conditions due to the large capillary forces, and produced electrostatic forces during contacting and manipulating objects. Therefore, manipulation in liquid could be a solution since these forces are largely reduced. However, in liquid environments, liquid flow instabilities and a double-layer type of new forces are introduced, and these forces should be controlled delicately. Furthermore, liquid manipulation is a crucial target for bioengineering where in situ biological object manipulation can become possible. 7) Piezoresistive cantilevers are novel tools for future micro/nano robots in the sense of integrated sensor-type manipulation tools. However, these types of sensors have the electronic and thermal noise and drift problems as compared to the optical detection cantilevers [28] and, thus, have less resolution. Thus, special care should be taken for controlling these noises with temperature control and low-noise electronics. 8) The proposed micro/nano force models all assume continuum mechanics modeling. However, going to the tens of nanometers, quantum effect and other types of discontinuous interatomic forces become more dominant. Therefore, molecular dynamics modeling or quantum electrodynamical models should be used for detailed behavior understanding, although they require intensive computation. 9) Using one AFM cantilever is limited to the simple mechanical manipulations such as pushing, cutting, drilling, etc. More complex manipulation tasks such as pick and place are unsolved challenging problems at the nano scale. As future work, the manipulation operations will be realized in a liquid environment for reducing the capillary and electrostatic forces, and for biological object manipulation. Also, 3-D pick-and-place manipulation is targeted using two cantilevers or adhesive chemicals.
